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Waste Management endorses candidates of July 4 schedule

Waste Management endorses some local candidates for July 4 schedule.

Kicinski said the possible fee rushed to planning and commercial trash and recy- cling pick-up schedule will be delayed by one day begin- ning on Wednesday, July 4, with normal opera- tions resuming on Thursday, July 5.

Waste Management customers should place their carts out for curbside residential and commercial recycling pick-up one day later than normal, beginning July 5 through July 7.
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Newly crowned 2018 ICD Queen Tiia Roberts speaks at the International Community Day fundraiser last Wednesday, July 4, 2018.

Queen. The ICD Queen Family featured a parade of Queen. The ICD Queen Family featured a parade of costumes and cultural dis- three events feature a parade of costumes and cultural dis- tricts and dances.

It’s an honor to be this year.” That’s what the contestants experienced as they were recognized for their contributions to the community.

Rajtora suggested the idea of an iron event.

“It’s an honor to be this year’s queen.” That’s what the contestants experienced as they were recognized for their contributions to the community.

Cordell noted that the new king was not-initiated at IHC. In addition, all Waste Management customers should place their carts out for curbside residential and commercial recycling pick-up one day later than normal, beginning July 5 through July 7.
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Trump revokes Obama policy using race in school admissions

BY ERIC TUCKER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Trump administration is rescinding an Obama-era guidance that encouraged schools to take a student’s race into account to promote diversity in admissions.

The shift gives schools and universities the federal government’s blessing to take a race-neutral approach in admissions and enrollment decisions.

The affirmative action policies were among 21 documents rescinded by the Justice Department on Tuesday for being “unnecessary, outdated, of little or no public use or not consistent with the change in our effort to revert to the ‘rule of law’ and blamed past administrations for imposing them without any public notice or comment.

“That’s wrong, and it’s not good government,” Sessions said in a statement.

The action comes amid a high-profile court fight over admission at Harvard University as well as Supreme Court turnover expected to produce a more critical eye toward schools’ affirmative action policies.

“Justices are less likely to see race as a compelling interest in diversity programs than they once did,” said pulled the Justice Department’s guidance that encouraged race to be one of several factors in the admission process.

The Obama approach replaced Bush-era policy from a decade earlier that discouraged affirmative action and urged that the use of race should not be the primary factor in an admission decision, schools could lawfully con-

The Supreme Court’s decision last week, giving it another indication that Trump will be unworkable because it will be ineffective to achieve the diversity the institution seeks.”

That guidance has now been rescinded, as have more than a half-dozen other similar documents, including some that sought to explain Supreme Court rulings affirming the use of race as one of several factors in the admission process.

The new policy would dramatically depart from the stance taken by the Obama administration, which in a 2013 policy document said courts had recognized schools” compelling interest in diverse populations. The guidance said that while race should not be the primary factor in an admission decision, schools could lawfully con-

The Trump administration’s announcement Tuesday is more in line with Bush administration policy, and though the guidance does not have the force of law, schools could use it to help defend themselves against lawsuits over their admissions practices.

The Justice Department in the Trump administration had already signaled its concern about the use of race in admissions deci-

We condemn the Department of Education’s action and instead encourage racial diversity at our nation’s colleges and universities,” the group said.

Suing Harvard University and argued that the school unlawfully limits how many Asian students are admitted.

Students for Fair Admissions, the group suing Harvard, is led by Edward Blum, a legal strategist who also helped white student Alpine Fisher sue the University of Texas for alleged discrimination in a case that went to the Supreme Court.

Trump said Tuesday the new policy “welcomes all our government actions that will eliminate racial classifications and prefer-

Civil liberties groups de-

That guidance has now been rescinded, as have more than a half-dozen other similar documents, including some that sought to explain Supreme Court rulings affirming the use of race as one of several factors in the admission process.

The department, for in-

of affirmative action policies that will eliminate racial classifi-

When President Donald Trump appointed conservatives to the court, the Supreme Court became a powerful ally for racial diversity at our nation’s colleges and universities,” the group said.

Civil rights groups de-

The Supreme Court has set a relatively low bar to outlaw affirmative action policies.

“Institutions are not re-

of affirmative action policies, and in their judgment, the ap-

The court’s most recent significant ruling on the subject bolstered colleges’ use of race among many factors in the admission process. But the opinion’s author, Anthony Kennedy, announced his retirement last year, giving President Donald Trump a chance to replace him with a justice who may be more reliably skeptical of policies that take race and ethnic-
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Sweden became the fifth European team to reach the quarterfinals and will next play either Italy or Switzerland in Wednesday's match. Sweden, which defeated Brazil 1-0 in their last 16 game, has been closely watched during the tournament. The Swedes have been making use of their experience and have shown resilience in their play. They have managed to keep the game tight and have not given much away to their opponents. Sweden's defense has been particularly strong, and they have conceded only one goal so far in the tournament. The team's key players, such as Zlatan Ibrahimovic and Emil Forsberg, have been instrumental in leading Sweden to this stage.

The team's performances have been applauded by fans across the world. Sweden's fans have been shown to be passionate and supportive, creating a lively atmosphere in every match they have played in. The team's journey has been filled with exciting moments, and they are looking forward to the next round with confidence.

The match against Italy will be a tough test for Sweden, but the team is well-equipped to handle it. The Swedes have shown that they are capable of competing against the world's top teams, and they are determined to make it to the semifinals. The team's focus will be on playing their best and ensuring they put in a performance that will be remembered by their fans and the footballing world.
It's not the beans, it's how you use them

The southwestern edge of Hawaii's Big Island includes the slopes of Kilauea Volcano, both of which boast coffee plantations turned into old lava fields. The climate in this region is perfect for coffee, and our coffee suitcase included with bags of local, freshly roasted product. Also, no one is our Allisfl rentals stocked a decent coffee maker, or even French press. Each time I opened my suit case in a new rental, I was tortured by the release of airborne coffee particles, while upon the kitchen countertops sat the same worthless Mr. Coffee that had stalled us from place to place. Dante would have been impressed with my trial.

I did not bear this injury without a fight, but could not understand the outlets of expensive coffee trying, and, finally, to brew a decent cup I adjusted the ratio of cups of coffee grounds to water, adjusted the grind, but it never tasted nearly as good as it should have. I'm not talking about cheap beans and dump, syrupy bitterness of espresso, which is made by forcing boiling water through finely ground coffee beans. I'm seeking a better machine, drinking drip coffee the way it's meant to be enjoyed, a melding of earth and scent. The perfect solution for those who want to save money and空间butcrave outdoors gardening for those who want to save money and get less espresso out of the same amount of beans, the espresso is of higher quality.

**Ristretto translates to** "restricted in Italian, and refers to the fact that the amount of coffee in a ristretto shot is less than the amount in a normal shot. But it’s made with the same amount of beans. While you get less espresso from the same amount of beans, the espresso is of higher quality.

**slice, slice, baby.**

Business and Rib Ticklers, Killer Smoker's Wild, Chop It Like It's Born Griller, Cuisine, Natural in Smoke, Team Simmer Down, Up The Box. Lightly instructionson

**fun team names**

Entering a cooking or eating competition? Dr. Odd has compiled a list of cool team names that includes both classic and mis-en-timed.


**GarDening**

There's nothing wrong with the scent of sprayer, parsley, or garlic, but you may want to try one or any number of great herbs that will help you live up to a meal.

The experts at Bursed Plants say that a garden bench brings together the garden and the house and scents to emerge from it. A perfect solution to the problem of forgetfulness might not be a chain link fence surrounding a space but an herb garden that fresh herbs can enhance.

While you get less espresso from the same amount of beans, the espresso is of higher quality.

The idea of a ristretto shot is similar to the first cold-pressing of olive oil, or the skimming of cream from milk. Imagine you spilled some chocolate chips on the beach; if you scoop them up with big handfuls you will get a lot of sand, but if you use tongs to pick them up, you will get chocolate chips and no sand. Put another way, a ristretto shot contains a higher proportion of good stuff.

I went home to my $34 stainless steel version. I began learning about the ristretto pull. The method translated to "ristretto in Italian, and refers to the fact that the amount of coffee in a ristretto shot is less than the amount in a normal shot, but it's made with the same amount of beans.

The beans should be freshly roasted in the same amount of beans.

**Slice, Slice, Baby.**
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**CompetitionS**

**Fun Team Names**

Entering a cooking or eating competition? Dr. Odd has compiled a list of cool team names that includes both classic and mis-en-timed.


I tossed my old aluminum moka pot, which I suspected of harboring some inferior beans of my guy for the sake of my new experience. The method learned about the ristretto pull.
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The idea of a ristretto shot is similar to the first cold-pressing of olive oil, or the skimming of cream from milk. Imagine you spilled some chocolate chips on the beach; if you scoop them up with big handfuls you will get a lot of sand, but if you use tongs to pick them up, you will get chocolate chips and no sand. Put another way, a ristretto shot contains a higher proportion of good stuff.

I went home to my $34 stainless steel version. I began learning about the ristretto pull. The method is best described here as a "ristretto" espresso machine. The machine can generate even more pressure, but I'm not convinced that helps. I also burn a gasoline burner, which I suspect of harboring some inferior beans of my guy for the sake of my new experience.
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